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CELLULAR RESOLUTIONS OF POWERS OF MONOMIAL IDEALS
ALEXANDER ENGSTRO¨M AND PATRIK NORE´N
Abstract. There are many connections between the invariants of the different powers
of an ideal. We investigate how to construct minimal resolutions for all powers at once
using methods from algebraic and polyhedral topology with a focus on ideals arising from
combinatorics. In one construction, we obtain cellular resolutions for all powers of edge
ideals of bipartite graphs on n vertices, supported by (n − 2)–dimensional complexes.
Our main result is an explicit minimal cellular resolution for all powers of edge ideals of
paths. These cell complexes are constructed by first subdividing polyhedral complexes
and then modifying them using discrete Morse theory.
1. Introduction
The collection of all powers of an ideal contains many structures. In essence, most
algebraic and homological properties stabilize after certain powers and can be derived
from the smaller powers [1, 5, 9, 10, 14, 17, 19]. In this paper, we study the resolutions
of all powers of a monomial ideal at once. The basic philosophy is to cook up a minimal
resolution that works for all powers. The monomial ideals of interest are constructed from
combinatorial structures, which helps us to build the resolutions. We get the resolutions
from cellular resolutions [16], where the maps in the complex are just cellular boundary
maps in a cell complex. These cell complexes are constructed from the same combinatorial
data from which we define the ideals.
The cellular resolutions are constructed in several steps. First, we define polyhedral
cell complexes that are very finely subdivided. For these cell complexes, it is easy to
derive that they support cellular resolutions, since subcomplexes whose homology should
vanish are convex. We then proceed by removing some systems of hyperplanes from the
subdivision to get fewer cells. Then the subcomplexes are no longer convex, but we can
use discrete Morse theory for cellular resolutions, as invented by Batzies and Welker [2], to
carry over the results of vanishing homology. So far, these resolutions are still supported
by polyhedral complexes obtained by subdividing a simplex. In the next step, we turn the
cellular resolutions minimal by another round of discrete Morse theory. These minimal
cellular resolutions are no longer, but almost, polyhedral: the subdivided simplex only
has non-polyhedral cells close to the boundary and, for large powers, most of the cellular
complex is merely a subdivided simplex.
Along the way, we provide, in Proposition 4.3, an (n−2)–dimensional cellular resolution
for all powers of edge ideals of bipartite graphs on n vertices. We then proceed to our
main result in Theorem 7.2, an explicit minimal cellular resolution of all powers of edge
ideals of paths.
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2 ALEXANDER ENGSTRO¨M AND PATRIK NORE´N
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Monomial ideals. The ideals resolved in this paper are monomial. In particular,
we focus on those constructed from graphs. The edge ideal of a graph G with vertex set
V (G) and edge set E(G) is the monomial ideal 〈xuxv | uv ∈ E(G)〉 in k[xv | v ∈ V (G)].
Our main example of graphs are paths. The n-path Pn has vertices 1, 2, . . . , n and edges
12, 23, . . . , (n− 1)n.
2.2. Monomial labeling of polyhedral complexes.
Definition 2.1. Let X be a cell complex. A monomial labeling of X is a map ` from the
set of cells of X to the set of monomials in k[x1, . . . , xn]. The map ` is required to satisfy
`(σ) = lcm{`(v) | v is a vertex of σ}. The xi–degree of `(v) is denoted `i(v).
A lattice point α of Rn is a point α ∈ Zn. The monomial label of a lattice point α in
Rn≥0 is xα.
Definition 2.2. Let X be a cell complex geometrically realized in Rn≥0 whose vertices are
lattice points and ` be a monomial labeling giving vertices the monomial labels of their
geometrical realizations. Then ` is a monomial labeling induced by the coordinates.
In this paper, all monomial labelings are induced by the coordinates unless stated
otherwise.
2.3. Subdivisions of Newton Polytopes.
Definition 2.3. The Newton polytope of a monomial ideal I in k[x1, . . . xn] is the polytope
Newt(I) in Rn spanned by the exponent vectors of the generators of I.
Polytopes whose vertices are lattice points are lattice polytopes and the Newton poly-
topes are examples of these. The d–dilation of a polytope P is a polytope dP given by
multiplying the vertex vectors of P by d.
Definition 2.4. Let P be a lattice polytope in Rn with lattice points v1, v2, . . . , vt. If for
all positive integers d, every point p ∈ dP ∩ Zn can be expressed as p = n1v1 + · · ·ntvt
with all ni ∈ Z≥0, then P is a normal polytope.
Proposition 2.5. If G is a bipartite graph, then for all positive integers d,
(i) the polytopes Newt(IdG) and d · Newt(IG) are the same,
(ii) the monomial labels of the lattice points of Newt(IdG) is its set of minimal genera-
tors, and
(iii) a subdivision of Newt(IdG) by integral translates of coordinate hyperplanes has only
lattice points as vertices.
Proof. The mixed powers in the ideal become linear combinations in the Newton polytope.
This establishes (i).
Every generator of IdG is a monomial label of a lattice point of Newt(I
d
G). To get the
converse, we need that every lattice point can be written as an integer weight combination
of the vertices of Newt(IG), or equivalently, that Newt(IG) is normal. According to
Corollary 2.3 of [11], Newt(IG) is normal for a class of graphs including the bipartite
ones. This proves (ii).
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The statement (iii) builds on Proposition 1.3 in [11]. According to that, the codimension
of Newt(IG) is two if G is a connected bipartite graph and the two equalities cutting it
out are given by
∑
v∈A αv = 1 and
∑
v∈B αv = 1 where A and B are the two parts of the
graph.
We may assume that G does not contain isolated vertices. Our proof of (iii) goes by
induction on the number of edges of G. The base case is clear.
If G is not connected, then we get (iii) by considering the connected components sep-
arately. For connected G, we only have to consider interior vertices of the subdivision of
Newt(IdG) because boundary vertices are on faces that are themselves Newton polytopes
of some IdH , where H is obtained from G by deleting edges. And for H we are already
done by induction.
We are left with showing that every point given by intersecting the hyperplanes∑
v∈A αv = d and
∑
v∈B αv = d with integer translates of coordinate hyperplanes is a lat-
tice point. Every minimal set of such hyperplanes needs to be of the form αv = iv ∈ Z for
v ∈ A′∪B′ where A′ ⊂ A, B′ ⊂ B, and |A\A′| = |B \B′| = 1. This turns the two original
hyperplanes into αvA = d−
∑
v∈A′ αv = d−
∑
v∈A′ iv and αvB = d−
∑
v∈B′ αv = d−
∑
v∈B′ iv
where {vA} = A \ A′ and {vB} = B \ B′, which shows that the point is in fact a lattice
point. 
3. Four polyhedral complexes to build cellular resolutions
Definition 3.1. We define three (n− 2)-dimensional polyhedral complexes embedded in
Rn. They are all subdivisions of Newt(IdPn).
1) For integers 0 ≤ i ≤ n and 0 ≤ j, define the hyperplanes
Hi,j = {y ∈ Rn |yi = j }
and subdivide Newt(IdPn) by all Hi,j to get W
d
n .
2) For integers 0 ≤ i ≤ n and 0 ≤ j, define the hyperplanes
H ′i,j =
y ∈ Rn
∣∣∣∣∣∣
b(i−1)/2c∑
k=0
yi−2k = j

and subdivide Newt(IdPn) by all H
′
i,j to get Y
d
n .
3) The common refinement of Newt(IdPn) by subdividing by both Hi,j and H
′
i,j is Z
d
n.
The following polyhedral complex was defined by Dochtermann and Engstro¨m in Defi-
nition 3.1 and Section 5 of [6] and was employed to find cellular resolutions of cointerval
ideals.
Definition 3.2. For positive integers n and d, start with the (n− d)-simplex in Rn−d+1
spanned by de1, . . . , den−d+1 and then subdivide the simplex by the hyperplanes defined by
y · (e1 + · · · + ei) = j for all integers i and j. This is a geometric realization of Xd,n, a
subcomplex of
∏d
i=1 ∆n, where ∆n is a simplex with vertex set 1, 2, . . . , n. It is the induced
subcomplex on vertices (a1, . . . , ad) satisfying a1 < a2 < . . . < ad. In this geometric
realization, the vertex (a1, . . . , ad) is realized as
∑d
i=1 eai−i+1.
Proposition 3.3. The polyhedral complex Y dn is a geometric realization of Xd,d+n−2.
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Proof. The linear transformation defined by sending ei to ei+ei+1 for all i sends Xd,d+n−2
to Y dn , since the vertices of the underlying simplices are sent to each other and the hyper-
plane y1 + · · ·+ yi = j is sent to
∑b(i−1)/2c
k=0 yi−2k = j. 
By the linear map, all vertices of Y dn are lattice points. The vertex realized as
(ea1 + ea1+1) + (ea2 + ea2+1) + · · ·+ (ead + ead+1)
where a1 ≤ a2 ≤ · · · ≤ ad is (a1, a2 + 1, . . . , ad + d− 1) in the definition of Xd,d+n−2 as a
polyhedral complex.
4. The complex Zdn supports a cellular resolution of I
d
Pn
Definition 4.1. Let X be a cell complex with monomial labeling ` and let α be a mono-
mial. The complex X≤α is the subcomplex of X consisting of all cells σ for which `(σ)
divides α.
The following theorem establishes which labeled complexes support resolutions. We are
not in the restricted setting of [16] where all cell complexes are polyhedral, so we need
the generality of [2] in which all details can be found.
Theorem 4.2. Let X be a cell complex with monomial labeling `. If X≤α is acyclic or
empty for all α, then X supports a cellular resolution of the ideal 〈`(v) | v is a vertex of X〉.
Moreover, if no cells properly included in each other have the same label, then the resolu-
tion is minimal.
Newton polytopes can be used to construct cellular resolutions.
Proposition 4.3. Let I be a monomial ideal in k[x1, . . . , xn] whose Newton polytope P
is normal and, for some positive integer d, let X be the subdivision of dP by integer
translations of the coordinate hyperplanes. If the vertices of X are the lattice points of
dP, then it supports a cellular resolution of Id with the monomial labeling given by the
coordinates.
Proof. The monomials given by the lattice points of dP generate Id since P is normal. If
X supports a cellular resolution, then it does for Id. We now show that X≤α is acyclic or
empty for all α ∈ Zn≥0. The subcomplex X≤α is dP ∩ {y ∈ Rn | y ≤ α}, since a cell is in
X≤α if all of its vertices are contained in {y ∈ Rn | y ≤ α}. If X≤α is non-empty, then it
is convex and acyclic. 
Proposition 4.4. Let G be a bipartite graph. Then subdividing d · Newt(IG) by all inte-
ger translates of the coordinate hyperplanes, and labeling by coordinates, gives a complex
supporting a cellular resolution of IdG.
Proof. This follows directly from Propositions 2.5 and 4.3. 
Remark. It follows from Theorem 5.9 in [19], as explained in Lemma 2.6 of [17], that the
dimension n− 2 is minimal for high powers.
Note, in particular, this shows that W dn supports a cellular resolution of I
d
Pn
.
Definition 4.5. A zero/one–matrix A has the consecutive-ones property if it can be
permuted into a matrix such that on each row the ones occur consecutively.
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Proposition 4.6. If a zero/one–matrix A has the consecutive-ones property and is in-
vertible, then A−1 is an integer matrix.
Proof. An integer matrix is totally unimodular if the determinant of every square sub-
matrix of it is -1, 0, or 1. For the basic theory of these matrices, see [18]. A zero/one–
matrix with the ones consecutive in each row is totally unimodular. A unimodular matrix
that is invertible has an integer inverse matrix. 
Lemma 4.7. The vertices of W dn , Y
d
n , and Z
d
n are labelled by the generators of I
d
Pn
.
Proof. By Proposition 4.4, the complex W dn supports a cellular resolution o I
d
Pn
and so
the vertices are labeled by the generators of IdPn .
By the linear map in Proposition 3.3, the vertices of Y dn are lattice points. By the
discussion after Proposition 3.3, all lattice points in Newt(IG) are vertices since there is
a vertex in Xd,d+n−2 for every lattice point in Newt(IG).
It remains is to show that Zdn only has lattice points as vertices. A vertex is defined
as the unique solution to a system of equations Ay = b where each row is the equation
of one of the defining hyperplanes of the polyhedral complex. The defining hyperplanes
of the complex Zdn are of the form Hi,j or H
′
i,j. In the equations for these hyperplanes
in Definition 3.1, there is either only odd coordinates y2i+1 occurring or only even co-
ordinates y2i+1 occuring. Permuting the columns of A so that the first columns are the
odd columns y1, y3, . . . and then followed by the even columns y2, y4, . . . shows that A has
the consecutive-ones property. The matrix A is invertible, as it defines a vertex, and by
Proposition 4.6, the matrix A has an integer inverse. The column vector b is integer and
thus, y is a lattice point. 
Proposition 4.8. The complex Zdn supports a cellular resolution of I
d
Pn
.
Proof. By Proposition 4.4, the complex W dn supports a cellular resolution of I
d
Pn
. As Zdn
is a refinement of W dn with no new vertices, according to Lemma 4.7, and the labels are
from coordinates, the subcomplexes (Zdn)≤α are convex or empty. 
Remark. The argument given in Proposition 4.8 would not work for Y dn , because every
(Y dn )≤α is not convex, although every cell of Y
d
n is convex.
In Figure 1, the complex Z25 is depicted. Removing the red hyperplane H3,1 gives
the complex Y 25 . The two toblerone cells in Y
2
5 are subdivided by the hyperplane H3,1.
The Morse matching used to remove the hyperplane H3,1 only matches cells in (Z
2
5)≤12111
and (Z25)≤11121. These complexes are depicted in green in Figures 2 and 3. The green
tetrahedron is matched with the green triangle not on the boundary of the toblerone cell.
The remaining green triangles that are not in Y 25 are matched to the edges that are not
in Y 25 .
5. The complex Y dn supports a cellular resolution of I
d
Pn
The resolutions obtained in the previous section are often not minimal. Using discrete
Morse theory, it is possible to make the resolutions smaller and sometimes minimal.
Theorem 5.1 (The main theorem of discrete Morse theory). Let X be a regular CW-
complex with face poset P. If M is an acyclic matching on P, then there is a CW-complex
X˜ whose cells correspond to the critical cells and they are homotopy equivalent.
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00022 
11011 
22000 
12100 
02200 
01210 
00220 
00121 
01111 
11110 
Figure 1. The complex Z25 . The red hyperplane is the coordinate hyper-
plane H3,1 that will be removed.
Figure 2. The subcomplex ≤ 12111 in green. The left picture is the
subocmplex in Z25 . The right picture is in Y
d
5 with the red hyperplane H3,1
removed.
It is possible to extend this to work for cellular resolutions. This was done by Batzies
and Welker [2].
Theorem 5.2. Let X be a cell complex supporting a cellular resolution and M a Morse
matching of this complex. If M only matches cells with the same labels, then the Morse
complex X˜ also supports a cellular resolution of the same ideal.
The complexes Xd,d+n−2 and Y dn are isomorphic. The embedding of Y
d
n is useful and
so is the description of Xd,d+n−2 as a product of simplices. The diagrams in Figure 4
illustrate this. A cell σ = σ1×· · ·×σd is represented by the diagram containing the boxes
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Figure 3. The subcomplex ≤ 11121 in green. The left picture is the
subcomplex in Z25 . The right picture is in Y
d
5 with the red hyperplane H3,1
removed.
1 3 2 4 5 6 7 
12 
2 8 3 4 5 6 7 
3 9 8 4 5 6 7 
4 10 9 8 5 6 7 
5 11 10 9 8 6 7 
11 10 9 8 6 7 
{ { { { 
{ { { { 
2 4 6 8 
3 5 7 1 
{ { { { 
{ { { { 
2 4 6 8 
3 5 7 1 
{ { { { 
{ { { { 
2 4 6 8 
3 5 7 1 
Figure 4. The cell {1, 2, 3} × {4} × {5} × {6, 7} × {8} × {9, 10, 11, 12} of
Y 68 in staircase notation with its vertices {2}×{4}×{5}×{7}×{8}×{11}
and {3} × {4} × {5} × {7} × {8} × {9}. The geometric realizations of the
vertices are given by counting the number of boxes: (0, 1, 3, 4, 2, 1, 1, 0) and
(0, 0, 3, 6, 3, 0, 0, 0). The monomial labels also follows from counting the
boxes. For the vertices, they are x2x
3
3x
4
4x
2
5x6x7 and x
3
3x
6
4x
3
5, and the label of
the cell is x1x
2
2x
5
3x
7
4x
4
5x
2
6x
2
7x8.
with labels in σk on row k. Vertices of Y
d
n correspond to exactly one box on each row.
The diagrams of maximal cells form staircases.
To construct a cellular resolution supported by Y dn , we find a Morse matching on Z
d
n
respecting the labels such that the Morse complex is Y dn . To describe the matchings,
we first explain how the translated coordinate hyperplanes intersect the cells of Y dn . As
described in [6], the Cayley trick gives a connection between staircase triangulations of a
product of two specific simplices and Xdn. The Cayley trick and staircase triangulations
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are surveyed in [15], but we only need a piece of the notation for cells of Y dn that are
explained in Figure 4.
Definition 5.3. Let σ = σ1 × · · · × σd be an open cell of Xd,d+n−2 with the embedding
of Y dn . A hyperplane Hi,j = {y ∈ Rn |yi = j } , as in Definition 3.1, is σ–subdividing if it
intersects σ. Define sdi(σ) to be the set of open cells obtained from subdividing σ with
all σ–subdividing hyperplanes Hi′,j for i
′ ≥ i.
Remark. Both sdi(σ) and sdi+1(σ) are sets of open cells from subdivisions of σ. Note that
there is a filtration: We get sdi(σ) from sdi+1(σ) by further subdividing by the system
of parallel hyperplanes Hi,j = {y ∈ Rn |yi = j } for all integers j. Another important
property of the open cells in these subdivisions is that they are convex, since the cells we
subdivide are already convex by definition.
Definition 5.4. Let σ = σ1 × · · · × σd be a cell of Xd,d+n. An element j of σi covers the
vertices (j − i+ 1) and (j − i+ 2) of Pn. The set σi covers k, if a j of σi covers k.
At this, point we advise the reader to return to Figure 4 and note that the numbers with
curly brackets show the coverings. This notion is important in several technical proofs.
Lemma 5.5. Let σ = σ1× · · ·×σd be an open cell of Xd,d+n−2 with the embedding of Y dn .
Let τ be a (d′− 1)–dimensional cell in sdi(σ), but not in sdi+1(σ). If τ is contained in the
hyperplane Hi,j, then there is a unique d
′-dimensional cell τ− in sdi(σ) that both has τ on
its boundary and all points y in τ− satisfy that yi < j. Furthermore, the labels of τ and
τ− are the same.
Proof. First we make use of the convexity of the open cells in the subdivisions. The
(d′−1)–dimensional cell τ is contained in a d′-dimensional cell τ ′ in sdi+1(σ). The parallel
hyperplanes
. . . , Hi,j−2, Hi,j−1, Hi,j, Hi,j+1, Hi,j+2, ..
slice the convex open cell τ ′ into pieces ending up in sdi(σ). The cell between Hi,j−1 and
Hi,j is denoted τ−. The cell between Hi,j and Hi,j+1 is denoted τ+. The cell τ− has τ on its
boundary, yi < j for all of its points, and it is clearly the unique cell with that property.
Let ` be the monomial labeling from coordinates. It remains to show that `(τ) = `(τ−).
The inequality `i′(τ−) ≥ `i′(τ) follows for all i′ from that τ is on the boundary of τ−. The
proof of `i′(τ−) ≤ `i′(τ) is shown for different i′ in four cases.
I. The case i′ = i.
The maximal yi on the boundary of both τ and τ− is j, so `i(τ) = `i(τ−) = j.
II. The case i′ > i.
Claim. The closure of τ ′ does not intersect the hyperplane Hi′,`i′ (τ)+1.
The inequality `i′(τ−) ≤ `i′(τ ′) follows from τ− ⊂ τ ′ and `i′(τ ′) ≤ `i′(τ) follows
from the claim, and that the closures of τ ⊂ τ ′ intersect the hyperplane Hi′,`i′ (τ).
Thus, `i(τ−) ≤ `i(τ).
Proof of claim. Assume the contrary. As i′ > i, either both of τ and τ ′ are
contained in the hyperplane Hi′,`i′ (τ) or neither of them are. By assumption, τ
′
is not contained in Hi′,`i′ (τ) since it intersects the parallel hyperplane Hi′,`i′ (τ)+1
and so neither is τ . Since τ is in a subdivision generated in parts by intersecting
with Hi′,`i′ (τ), but is not contained in it, τ is on one side of Hi′,`i′ (τ). That is,
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yi′ < `i′(τ) or yi′ > `i′(τ) for all y in τ. The second option is never true for any
labeling, so yi′ < `i′(τ) for all y in τ. When subdividing by intersecting with Hi′,∗
hyperplanes, the new cells in the refined subdivision either end up between or in
these hyperplanes. In particular, no cell can have points in its closure on different
sides of an hyperplane. However, yi′ < `i′(τ) for all y in τ ⊂ τ ′ and the closure of
τ ′ intersects the hyperplane Hi′,`i′ (τ)+1 by assumption. Thus, τ
′ contains points in
its closure on different sides of the hyperplane Hi′,`i′ (τ), a contradiction, and hence
the claim is proved.
III. The case i′ < i− 1.
Let v− = v−1 × · · · × v−d be a vertex of τ− with `i′(v−) = `i′(τ−). If `i(v−) =
`i(τ) = j, then v
− is a vertex of τ and `i′(τ) ≥ `i′(τ−).
The remaining subcase `i(v
−) = j−1. By definition, the cell τ+ has some vertex
v+ on its boundary with `i(v
+) = j + 1. Let k and r be the smallest and largest
elements of {l | σl covers i}. From the existence of vertices in σ with monomial
labels of xi–degree j − 1, j, and j + 1, it follows that r− k = j > 0 and that both
σk and σr contains elements not covering i.
The cell τ is by definition not on the boundary of σ = σ1 × · · · × σd. For every
vs ∈ σs, there is a vertex v = v1× · · · × vd in the closure of τ . Otherwise, τ would
be on the boundary cell σ1 × · · · × σs−1 × (σs \ {vs}) × σs+1 × · · · × σd of σ. In
particular, we can choose a vertex v = v1 × · · · × vd of τ with vr = minσr
Now, we show that v1, . . . , vk and v
−
1 , . . . , v
−
k only cover elements smaller than
i. By construction, it is enough to show that neither vk, nor v
−
k , covers i. All
elements of the j − 1 cells σk+1, . . . , σr−1 cover i. The label `i(v−) = j − 1 shows
that no other elements of v− cover i and, in particular, v−k does not cover i. For
v the situation is similar. Its corresponding label is `i(v) = j, but vr covers i by
construction. This shows that vk does not cover i.
Since both vk+1 and v
−
k+1 cover i, this shows that vk+1, . . . , vd and v
−
k+1, . . . , v
−
d
only covers elements larger or equal to i− 1. Define a vertex w = v−1 × · · · × v−k ×
vk+1 × · · · × vd of σ to verify Case III. It is a vertex of τ since `i(w) = `i(v) = j
and `i′(w) = `i′(v
−) = `i′(τ−) since i′ < i− 1.
IV. The case i′ = i− 1.
This case is split into seven different subcases depending on the structure of
σ = σ1× · · · × σd. The definition of k and r are the same as in Case III and k < r
by the same argument. In Subcases 1-5, there is no σs satisfying k < s < r and
|σs| = 2, and the two remaining subcases are 6-7. All of the subcases are drawn
in Figure 5.
For subcases 1-6, first choose a vertex v = v1×· · ·×vd of τ that uses the crossed
box and a vertex v− = v−1 ×· · ·×v−d of τ− with maximal xi−1–degree. Depending on
the subcase, set (1) t = k, (2) t = r, (3) t = r, (4) t = k, (5) t = k + 1, (6) t = s,
and define w = v−1 ×· · ·×v−t−1×vt×· · ·×vd to verify Case IV in a similar manner
as in Case III.
Finally, for Subcase 7, if there is a vertex of τ using both the boxes marked by a
cross and a circle, then we are done. Otherwise, choose v− as above, v as a vertex
of τ containing the box with a circle, and use the vertex w defined by t = s to
verify Case IV.
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Figure 5. The seven subcases of case IV of Lemma 5.5.

Theorem 5.6. The embedded and labeled complex Y dn supports a cellular resolution of
IdPn.
Proof. The matching implied by Lemma 5.5 together with Theorem 5.2 and Proposi-
tion 4.8 establishes this. 
6. A minimal cellular resolution of IdPn .
To make cellular resolutions minimal, the resolutions supporting complexes are par-
titioned into pieces and discrete Morse theory is employed on each piece to reduce the
size to the minimal one. The face poset of each piece is essentially the Alexander dual
of the independence complex of a graph. On a poset level, this is not a new simplicial
complex [4] and for independence complexes of ordinary graphs this was made explicit in
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[13]. Even though there is a connection on the level of (co)homology, there is no straight
forward duality theory for discrete Morse theory [3] moving critical cells from the complex
to its dual. Guided by results for independence complexes, as in [7], we will study their
‘dual’, the covering complex, and find optimal discrete Morse matchings.
Definition 6.1. Let G be a graph. The independence complex Ind(G) is an abstract
simplicial complex whose vertex set is V (G) and σ ∈ Ind(G) if for every e ∈ E(G), there
is a v ∈ e\σ. The covering complex Cov(G) is an abstract simplicial complex whose vertex
set is E(G) and σ ∈ Cov(G) if for every v ∈ V (G), there is an e ∈ E(G) \ σ such that
v ∈ e.
Informally, the faces of a covering complex consists of all collections of edges of a graph
such that the remaining edges covers the vertices of the graph.
Proposition 6.2. There is an acyclic matching on Cov(Pn) with
(i) one critical cell on (n− 3)/3 vertices if n ≡ 0 mod 3;
(ii) no critical cells if n ≡ 1 mod 3;
(iii) one critical cell on (n− 2)/3 vertices if n ≡ 2 mod 3.
Proof. The vertices corresponding to the edges 12 and (n− 1)n are never in Cov(Pn). For
the remaining edges 23, 34, . . . , (n− 2)(n− 1) there is a bijection between Ind(Pn−3) and
Cov(Pn) given by extending the vertex bijection i 7→ (i + 1)(i + 2). The optimal acyclic
matching giving those critical cells for the independence complex is constructed in [7]. 
Remark. The critical cells are given by taking every third vertex/edge.
Proposition 6.3. Let G = unionsqti=1Pni be a disjoint union of paths. Then there is an acyclic
matching on Cov(G) with at most one critical cell.
Proof. For simplicial complexes Σ1,Σ2, . . . ,Σt with acyclic matchings on c1, c2, . . . , ct crit-
ical cells, there is an acyclic matching on the join Σ1 ∗Σ2 ∗ · · · ∗Σt with c1c2 · · · cn critical
cells. It follows from the definition that Cov(G) = Cov(Pn1)∗Cov(Pn2)∗ · · · ∗Cov(Pnt) and
from Proposition 6.2 that there is at most one critical cell for each Cov(Pni). This gives
the desired acyclic matching. 
In order to describe an optimal algebraic discrete morse matching of Y dn , it is useful
to express the labels with some new notation. Consider the cell σ = σ1 × · · · × σ6 =
{1, 2, 3} × {4} × {5} × {6, 7} × {8} × {9, 10, 11, 12} depicted in Figure 4. Each σi covers
some vertices of the path P8, for example {1, 2, 3} covers {1, 2, 3, 4}, and {6, 7} covers
{3, 4, 5} according to Figure 4. We formalize this in a definition.
Definition 6.4. Let σ = σ1×· · ·×σd be a cell in Y dn . Then V (σi) = ∪j∈σi{j−i+1, j−i+2}.
This is a convenient and straight-forward lemma whose proof we omit.
Lemma 6.5. Let s1, . . . sd be non-empty sets of monomials, then lcm(m1 · · ·md | mi ∈
si) = lcm(s1) · · · lcm(sd)
Proposition 6.6. The label of the cell σ = σ1 × · · · × σd in Y dn is
∏d
i=1
∏
k∈V (σi) xk.
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Proof. The label of a cell is the least common multiple of the labels of its vertices. By
Lemma 6.5 and the geometric realization of Y dn with monomial labels given by the coor-
dinates,
`(σ) = lcm(`({j1} × · · · × {jd}) | {j1} × · · · × {jd} ⊆ σ1 × · · · × σd)
= lcm(`({j1}) · · · `({jd}) | j1 ∈ σ1, . . . , jd ∈ σd)
=
∏d
i=1 lcm(`({j}) | j ∈ σi)
=
∏d
i=1 lcm(xj−i+1xj−i+2 | j ∈ σi)
=
∏d
i=1
∏
k∈∪j∈σi{j−i+1,j−i+2} xk
=
∏d
i=1
∏
k∈V (σi) xk.

Proposition 6.7. The coordinate monomial labeling ` is a poset map from the face poset
of Y dn to the monomials in k[x1, . . . , xn] ordered by divisibility. Let q be a monomial in
k[x1, . . . , xn]. The fiber `
−1(q) is a disjoint union of connected posets. The poset dual
of the connected posets is isomorphic to products of face posets of covering complexes of
disjoint unions of paths.
Proof. Monomial labelings are defined by the least common multiple of the labels of the
vertices, turning them into a poset map.
Let σ = σ1× · · · ×σd ⊇ τ = τ1× · · · × τd be two comparable cells in the same fiber. By
Proposition 6.6,
d∏
i=1
∏
k∈V (σi)
xk =
d∏
i=1
∏
k∈V (τi)
xk.
The inclusions V (σi) ⊇ V (τi) for all i follows from σ ⊇ τ. Together this gives that
V (σi) = V (τi) for all i. Thus, in a connected component of the fiber, not only the label is
common, but also V (σi) for all σ.
Fix a connected component of the fiber and set Vi = V (σi) for all σ in it. Ordering by
inclusion, there is a maximal σi, denoted by σ˜i, such that V (σi) = Vi. Let pi be the map
from E(Pn) to V (Pn) that sends j(j + 1) to j and extend the map pi to the domain of
subsets of E(Pn). Then
{σi | Vi = V (σi)} = {σi | Vi = ∪j∈σi{j − i+ 1, j − i+ 2}}
= {σ˜i \ pi(ξ) | ξ ∈ Cov(Pn[Vi])}
and {σi | Vi = V (σi)} is isomorphic to the dual of the face poset of the covering complex
of Pn[Vi], a disjoint union of paths. 
7. Minimal cellular resolutions
Lemma 7.1. Let P be the face poset of a regular CW-complex X, Q a poset, φ : P → Q
a poset map,
φ−1(q) =
nq⊔
i=1
Pq,i,
and Mq,i an acyclic matching on Pq,i with at most one critical cell for each q ∈ Q and
1 ≤ i ≤ nq. Then M = ∪q∈Q ∪nqi=1 Mq,i is an acyclic matching on P. By the main theorem
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of discrete Morse theory, X has the same homology as a CW-complex X˜ whose cells are
the critical cells of the acyclic matching M , but with new boundary maps. If σ and τ are
cells in X˜ corresponding to critical cells in the same fiber φ−1(q) and ∂ is the boundary
map on X˜, then σ · ∂τ = 0.
Proof. Lemma 4.2 in [12] states that M is an acyclic matching. The boundary maps in X˜
are calculated from gradient paths [8]. A gradient path in P is a list τ1, σ1, τ2, σ2, . . . , τm, σm
of cells of X such that σi is a codimension one cell on the boundary of τi for all i, and
{σi, τi+1} ∈ M for 1 ≤ i < m. If τ1 and σm are critical cells, then σm · ∂τ1 = 0 in X˜ if
there are no gradient paths from τ1 to σm.
Assume that there is a gradient path τ = τ1, σ1, τ2, σ2, . . . , τm, σm = σ in P. In the
poset Q, φ(τi) ≥ φ(σi) since φ is a poset map. Matched cells are in the same fiber,
providing equalities φ(σi) = φ(τi+1). It is stated that φ(τ) = φ(σ) = q and thus, all cells
in the gradient path are in the fiber φ−1(q). All of the gradient path is in some Pq,j since
φ−1(q) is a disjoint union of posets, but Pq,j only contains at most one critical cell. This
contradicts the assumption that there is a gradient path. 
Theorem 7.2. There is a minimal cellular resolution of IdPn .
Proof. According to Theorem 5.6 the coordinate labeled complex Y dn supports a cellular
resolution of IdPn . The structure of the cells in the face poset with a particular fixed
monomial label is given by Proposition 6.7. They are a disjoint union of connected posets
and the duals of the connected posets are isomorphic to products of face posets of covering
complexes of disjoint unions of paths. By Proposition 6.3 there are acyclic matchings with
at most one critical cell on face posets of covering complexes of disjoint unions of paths.
Taking products of such posets and their duals also yields an acyclic matching with at
most one critical cell.
We now construct acyclic matchings this way for each monomial label. Since the map
giving labels is a poset map, the composed matching on all of the face poset of Y dn is
also an acyclic matching. Passing from Y dn to its Morse complex Y˜
d
n , that also supports a
cellular resolution of IdPn by Theorem 5.2, we get a cell complex whose labels drop when
passing to the boundary of cells according to Lemma 7.1. This shows that the resolution
supported by Y˜ dn is minimal. 
A cell σ is label maximal if it is not contained in a cell with the same label. The face
poset of Y dn decomposes into disjoint parts consisting of cells with the same label, each
part contains a unique label maximal cell. Let σ be a label maximal cell, the poset of cells
contained in σ and having label `(σ) is Fσ. A label maximal cell σ is critical inducing if Fσ
contains a critical cell. The goal is to count the number of label maximal critical inducing
cells and keeping track of the dimension of the critical cell that are induced together with
the label. The number A(σ) = |E(unionsqdi=1Pn[V (σi)])| will be important.
Let σ be a critical inducing label maximal cell. The dimension of σ is | unionsqdi=1 σi| − d =
|E(unionsqdi=1Pn[V (σi)])| − d = A(σ) − d. The poset Fσ is dual to the product of the posets
Cov(Pn[V (σi)]), this product can be realised as the face poset of Cov(unionsqdi=1Pn[V (σi)]). The
complex Cov(unionsqdi=1Pn[V (σi)]) has exactly one critical cell, let Dσ be the dimension of the
critical cell. Now the dimension of the critical cell in Fσ is A(σ)− (Dσ + 1).
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Let N(σ) be the number of connected components of unionsqdi=1Pn[V (σi)] and let N2(σ) be the
number of these components that have 2 mod 3 vertices. The cell σ is critical inducing
and this implies that unionsqdi=1Pn[V (σi)] have no connected component with 1 mod 3 vertices.
Proposition 6.2 proves the formula Dσ = (A(σ) + N2(σ) − 2N(σ) − 3)/3. The critical
cell of Fσ has dimension (2A(σ) + 2N(σ)− 3d−N2(σ)− 3)/3.
The numbers B(σ) = (N(σ)+N2(σ)+A(σ))/3 and C(σ) = A(σ)+N(σ) will be useful.
The number B(σ) is an integer as unionsqdi=1Pn[V (σi)] do not have any components with 1
mod 3 vertices. The dimension of the critical cell in Fσ is C(σ) − B(σ) − d, the label of
the cell is of degree C(σ).
The dimension and label of the critical cell in Fσ is determined by the numbers B(σ)
and C(σ), these numbers are determined by the combinatorics of the graph unionsqdi=1Pn[V (σi)].
The combinatorics of the graph unionsqdi=1Pn[V (σi)] can be read of from the box diagram of σ.
Form a graph on the set of boxes in the box diagram of σ by letting two boxes on
the same row be adjacent in the graph if they are adjacent in the diagram, this graph is
isomorphic to the line graph of unionsqdi=1Pn[V (σi)]).
To count the number of critical inducing label maximal cells σ with given (B(σ), C(σ)) it
is convenient to translate the set of these cells into a particular set of 01-strings. Consider
the d × n − 1 matrix M(σ) obtained from the box diagram of σ by replacing every box
by a 1 and every space by a 0. Let L(σ) be the string of length d(n − 1) obtained by
flattening the matrix M(σ).
Let a maximal substring of zeroes in a 01-string be interior if it is surrounded by ones.
Proposition 7.3. The map σ → L(σ) is a bijection between the set of critical inducing
label maximal cells σ with (N,N2, A) = (N(σ), N2(σ), A(σ)) and the set S of 01-strings
of length d(n− 1) satisfying:
• The strings in S have exactly d− 1 interior maximal substrings of zeroes of length
at least n− 2.
• The strings in S have exactly A ones.
• The strings in S have exactly N maximal substrings consisting of ones and of these
N substrings exactly N2 consists of 1 mod 3 ones.
Proof. The map is an injection into some set S of 01-strings as the box diagram can be
recovered by inserting d−1 line breaks to get the desired matrix that encode the diagram.
The strings obtained from cells σ has at least d− 1 interior maximal strings of length
at least n − 2 as the ending zeroes of row i and beginning zeroes of row i + 1 in M(σ)
together gives d − 1 such subsequences. There can not be more interior strings of this
type as d(n− 2) + (d+ 1) > d(n− 1).
The box diagram encodes the line graph of unionsqdi=1Pn[V (σi)] and this proves the last two
properties of S.
To prove that the map is surjective it is enough to check that the matrix recovered by
inserting the d−1 line breaks encode a valid box diagram. A string encode a box diagram
of each line break touch one of the interior maximal substrings of zeros of length at least
n− 2.
Each maximal interior substring zeroes of length at least n − 2 touch a line break as
the rows have length n− 1, a line break can not touch two different of these strings and
we are done as there are exactly d− 1 strings of this type. 
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Lemma 7.4. The number of cells σ with (N(σ), B(σ), C(σ)) = (N,B,C) is(
N
3B − C
)(
N − 1
d− 1
)(
n+ 3d− C − 2
N
)(
B − 1
N − 1
)
.
Proof. The proof goes by proving that this is the size of the corresponding set S in
Proposition 7.3. The relations N2(σ) = 3B(σ)−C(σ) and A(σ) = C(σ)−N(σ) are useful
in the following argument.
The integer N is the number of maximal substrings consisting of ones in the stings in
S. The integer C is the total number of ones in the string plus the number of maximal
substrings consisting of ones in the strings in S. The integer 3B − C is the number
maximal strings of ones of length 1 mod 3.
The number of ways to distribute which sequences of ones are of length 1 mod 3 is(
N
3B−C
)
. There are N − 1 interior spaces and d − 1 of them should have at least length
n−2. This can be done in (N−1
d−1
)
ways. There are n+ 3d−N −C−2 remaining zeroes to
distribute in N + 1 subsequences. This can be done in
(
n+3d−C−2
N
)
ways. What remains is
to distribute the remaining 3B− 3N ones into the N maximal substrings of ones. To not
change the lengths mod 3 this is done by multiples of three, this can be done in
(
B−1
N−1
)
ways. 
Lemma 7.5. The number of cells σ with (B(σ), C(σ)) = (B,C) is(
n+ 3d− C − 2
3B − C
)(
n+ 2d− 2B − 2
C − 2B
)(
B − 1
d− 1
)
.
Proof. This number is obtained by summing the expression in Lemma 7.4 over all possible
values of N .
First rewrite the expression(
N
3B−C
)(
N−1
d−1
)(
n+3d−C−2
N
)(
B−1
N−1
)
=
(
n+3d−C−2
N
)(
N
3B−C
)(
B−1
N−1
)(
N−1
d−1
)
=
(
n+3d−C−2
3B−C
)(
(n+3d−C−2)−(3B−C)
N−(3B−C)
)(
B−1
d−1
)(
(B−1)−(d−1)
(N−1)−(d−1)
)
=
(
n+3d−C−2
3B−C
)(
n+3d−3B−2
N+C−3B
)(
B−1
d−1
)(
B−d
N−d
)
.
Using that
∑
i
(
a
i+j
)(
b
i+k
)
=
(
a+b
b+j−k
)
it is possible to compute the sum∑
N
(
n+3d−C−2
3B−C
)(
n+3d−3B−2
N+C−3B
)(
B−1
d−1
)(
B−d
N−d
)
=
(
n+3d−C−2
3B−C
)(
B−1
d−1
)∑
N
(
n+3d−3B−2
N+C−3B
)(
B−d
N−d
)
=
(
n+3d−C−2
3B−C
)(
B−1
d−1
)(
(n+3d−3B−2)+(B−d)
(B−d)+(C−3B)−(−d)
)
=
(
n+3d−C−2
3B−C
)(
B−1
d−1
)(
n+2d−2B−2
C−2B
)
=
(
n+3d−C−2
3B−C
)(
n+2d−2B−2
C−2B
)(
B−1
d−1
)
.

Theorem 7.6. The graded Betti number βi,j(S/I
d
Pn
) =
(
n+3d−j−2
2j−3i−3d+3
)(
n+4d+2i−2j−4
2d+2i−j−2
)(
j−i−d
d−1
)
Proof. Recall that the dimension of the critical cell induced by a label maximal cell is
C(σ) − B(σ) − d and the label is of degree C(σ), these cells contribute to the Betti
number βi,j(S/I
d
Pn
) with i = C − B − d + 1 and j = C. The number of cells with given
B(σ) and C(σ) are counted in Lemma 7.5. 
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